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Abstract: It is not necessary to always present the terrorist attacker that encroaches
into another’s ABS as the dramatic example to alert the need for vehicular IT security.
It may suffice to imagine some very simple encroachments on in-vehicle communi-
cation integrity or on functional availability that could cause a suddenly uncontrolled
spattering windshield washer or a malfunctioning door look system that—in the wrong
situation—actually can suffice to threaten life [Ban03]. Although most vehicular ap-
plications are developed to face (random) technical failures, they almost never consider
a human malicious encroachment. Hence, many vehicular IT systems are susceptible
to security issues and hence, can quickly become also safety-critical.

This work describes how to identify the individual security objectives of all entities
involved in a typical vehicular IT application. It describes how to deduce the corre-
sponding security requirements that fulfill the security objectives identified before.
Finally, this work indicates some helpful vantages and several constraints characteris-
tical when establishing IT security in the automotive domain.

1 Motivation

Security-critical vehicular applications means applications that require, in addition to mea-
sures against (random) technical failures (i.e., safety measures), measures that thwart mali-
cious encroachments, which enable unauthorized access or manipulations, or simply affect
the availability of certain vehicular functionality or information. So far, there only existed
niche applications in the automotive domain (e.g., immobilizers, digital tachograph) that
particularly rely on security technologies. However, the situation has changed dramati-
cally. More and more vehicular systems need security functionalities in order to reliably
provide driving and road safety, and to protect the revenues, the liability, and the reputa-
tion of manufacturers and suppliers as well as to protect the various interests of the vehicle
owner. Secure software updates for electronic control units (ECU), chip tuning preven-
tion, mileage protection, and protection against counterfeit vehicular components are only
some current examples for the need for vehicular IT security measures. Future vehicles
will become even more dependent on IT security due to the following developments.

• Vehicles are increasingly controlled by electronics, where again software more and
more determines the functionality and hence becomes the dominant factor [Fri04].

• Vehicle electronics are increasingly linked in (unprotected) internal networks that
again will be linked with open unprotected external networks [PWW04].



• Vehicle hardware and software becomes more and more standardized [Bro06] mak-
ing potential attacks more scalable and increase potential payoff.1

• Vehicles have to fulfill many new legislative requirements (e.g., eCall [Eur07]).

• Vehicles will be involved in various new business models (e.g., aftermarket, pay-
per-use, or location-based applications [RG06]).

• Vehicles will communicate wirelessly with their environment to enable new safety
(e.g., electronic traffic signals), comfort and business applications [RPH06].

In fact, most vehicular IT systems are susceptible to security issues and hence, can quickly
become also safety-critical. Even, at the first glance, fully non-critical vehicular applica-
tions can have serious impacts on driving safety. It suffices to imagine some (malicious)
encroachments that could cause for instance a suddenly uncontrolled spattering windshield
washer (without the wipers going on), an uncontrolled acting electronic park brake, or the
car radio going abruptly on full blast—all possibly in a critical traffic situation. Even a
simple malfunction of the electronic door look system can already become life threaten-
ing, if it prevents leaving the car in a critical situation [Ban03]. Although most vehicular
applications are developed to face technical failures (e.g., by verifying checksums), they
almost never consider a systematic human attacker that uses a certain functionality indeed
syntactically correct, but in bad faith. Especially, since attacks that for instance simply
target the availability of a certain vehicular functionality often can be mounted very easily.
However, in contrast to a jet pilot for instance, who can take strong security and safety
precautions for granted, an ordinary car driver usually has not even enough time nor suf-
ficient options to react effectively in case of a (malicious) failure, which, particularly in
most traffic situations, can very quickly cause serious consequences [Dri02].

Nevertheless, currently, most vehicular IT systems are not protected against such malicious
encroachments. The reason that hitherto existing vehicular IT systems seldom included
any security functionality was, that there was only little potential payoff and thus only lit-
tle incentive for malicious manipulations [MZ05]. Secondly, IT security measures first of
all cause technical and organizational costs without directly visible (i.e., promotional) ben-
efits for manufacturers or customers. Finally, security often tends to be an afterthought in
many IT systems2, because achieving the core functionality first, is a widely used approach
even when designing a critical vehicular IT system. In fact, most vehicular electronics
were rapidly growing bottom up, from simple, isolated, and dedicated microcontrollers,
which became highly complex, interconnected, and interactive distributed systems over
the last 30 years [Bro06]. Hence, a top down design approach based on systematic soft-
ware and security-engineering principles usually was never applied. However, an ab initio
awareness also for malicious encroachments and an ab initio integration of appropriate
IT security measures is inevitable when developing a critical vehicular IT system. This
makes proper security requirements engineering an inherent part in the development of
most vehicular IT applications.

1Nonetheless, ongoing standardization certainly provides also some very valuable and indispensable charac-
teristics that increase vehicular safety and security (cf. Section 4.1).

2As can be seen for instance by the development of some operating systems or several Internet applications,
implementing IT security afterwards is normally doomed to failure.
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Main Contribution. This work describes how to identify the individual security objec-
tives of all entities involved in a typical vehicular IT application. It then describes how
to deduce the corresponding security requirements that fulfill the security objectives iden-
tified before. Finally, this work indicates some helpful vantages and several constraints
characteristically when establishing IT security in the automotive domain.

Outline. This work has started with a motivating section, followed by a section that de-
picts how to identify the individual security objectives of all entities involved in a typical
vehicular IT application, in Section 1 and Section 2 respectively. Section 3 then describes
how to deduce the corresponding security requirements that fulfill the security objectives
identified before. Section 4 finally indicates helpful vantages and several constraints char-
acteristically when implementing security requirements in the automotive domain, before
this work closes with a conclusion.

2 Security Objectives Analysis

To guarantee road safety and operational reliability of vehicles and to sufficiently protect
automotive business models, legacy and comfort applications that are based on the security
of the vehicular platform, the following overall security objectives (SO) are reasonable.
Note that these security objectives are additional objectives, in addition to other mandatory,
but not security related objectives such as usability or scalability (cf. Section 4.2).

Authenticity. The origin of a vehicular information (e.g., message, program, or data) or a
vehicular component (e.g., hardware, firmware) must be verifiable. Particularly, unautho-
rized cloning of a protected vehicular hardware component must be infeasible or at least
detectable as falsified.

Confidentiality. Unauthorized access to protected or private resources (e.g., trade secrets,
personal or proprietary data) must be infeasible.

Integrity. Unauthorized modifications of a vehicular information or a vehicular component
must be infeasible or at least detectable either internally or by a regular and non-predictable
controlling entity. Particularly, any kinds of replay attacks must be infeasible.

Policy enforcement. Circumvention of effective security policies3, which all legitimately
involved parties have accepted, must be infeasible.

Availability. Authorized entities (e.g., hardware modules, software processes, users) must
have proper and timely access to their dedicated data and services.

A further, but overall security related objective is privacy such that the usage of any vehic-
ular application must not endanger the privacy policies of the respective driver/owner and
thus should prevent harm, embarrassment, inconvenience, or unfairness to any party whose
data is processed [Shi00]. However, privacy protection is mainly based on the overall de-
sign of a vehicular application, the information actually involved, the specific context, as

3Such a security policy could be, for instance, an access or execution control policy or a policy that certain
hardware components have to be verified for OEM’s legitimacy before installation.
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Vehicle ECU IP Flashing Vehicle
Owner Owner Operator OEM

Authenticity ! ! " !
Confidentiality " ! " "
Integrity ! ! ! !
Policy Enforcement " " " !
Availability ! " ! !

Table 1: Exemplary mandatory (!) and optional (") security objectives on flash data of a safety-
critical ECU depending on the corresponding entity.

well as general organizational and legal measures. Security objectives such confidentiality,
however, can be necessary to realize privacy protection. Moreover, the concrete security
objectives generally depend on the respective application and may be different for each in-
formation/resource and each entity involved. As shown in Table 1, in the exemplary case
of a safety-critical ECU software update, the only entity that may be actually interested
in information confidentiality could be the ECU IP owner in order to protect its intellec-
tual property (IP). However—in contrast to the vehicle owner, the flashing operator, and
the OEM—the IP owner may be less interested in the OEM’s policy enforcement or lo-
cal availability, whereas each of the involved entities is interested in the integrity of the
flash-memory data.

In order to derive the respective security objectives for a security-critical application, the
following procedure is proposed. Each of following steps is further exemplarily illustrated
by the security objective analysis of a vehicular event data recorder (EDR) 4 application.
Anyhow, further readings on this subject are helpful and can be found amongst others
in [And01, ISO04a, ISO04b, ISO05b].

1. Identify all involved, potentially critical data.

2. Identify all involved entities.

3. Identify the security objectives of each involved entity on each of the identified data.

4. Merge the security objectives of all involved entities for each data.

After choosing a security-critical application5 for SO analysis, all potentially critical data
involved are identified. As pointed out by the example of a suddenly uncontrolled spat-
tering windshield washer, even data that seem non-critical at the first glance should be
included at the begin6 of the analysis. In case of the EDR example, such data could be

4The event data recorder is an at least tamper-evident device that is already installed in some of today’s
automobiles and trucks to record vehicle’s recent driving-related activities. Similar to a "black box" known
from airplanes, information collected from such a device can help for instance to clarify the circumstances of an
accident.

5Note, as exemplarily shown in the motivating section, even vehicular applications that seem non-critical at
the first glance may be susceptible to security issues that can lead to serious impacts on driving safety.

6If it turns out afterwards that for certain data none of the involved entities has any security objective on, they
are automatically ceased from further analysis.
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several vehicle sensor data (e.g., current speed or acceleration), vehicle control data (e.g.,
current steering or pedal positions), the current time, and the current (absolute) position.
Now, all involved entities will be identified, that means all concrete or abstract roles and
parties, which may have or would like to have access to the data identified before. In the
EDR example, this could be the actual driver, the owner, the garage personnel, a supplier,
the OEM, several authorities (e.g., police, justice), or for instance an insurance company.
Having figured out all involved data and relevant entities, the security objectives of each
entity on each of the involved data are identified. In the EDR example, the driver could
demand for integrity on the clock data, whereas certain authorities would moreover require
authenticity and availability of the clock signal. Otherwise, in contrast to a potentially in-
volved insurance company, the OEM could have no security objectives on actual position
and time, but would require authenticity, integrity, and availability for all involved sensor
and control data. Finally, to meet the security objectives of all involved entities, the secu-
rity objectives on each data are merged together. In case of the EDR example, this could
result in the combined security objectives authenticity, integrity, and availability on the
processed clock data.

3 Security Requirements Engineering

Security requirements (SR) are the actual measures or functionalities needed to fulfill the
security objectives (SO) identified before. The security requirements, in turn, heavily de-
pend on the actual security environment, that is, where and how the respective application
is deployed, which assumptions can be made, which security policies are relevant, and par-
ticularly, which attack potentials arise. Having identified the effective security objectives,
the following procedure is proposed. To illustrate each step of the security requirements
engineering as well, the EDR example application from the previous section will be used
further on. However, again further readings are helpful and can be found amongst others
in [And01, ISO05a, ISO04b, ISO07, MN03, Rus01].

1. Identify all vehicular components that handle data covered by security objectives.

2. Identify the effective security environment; concretely, identify effective assump-
tions, all relevant security policies (if any) and all potential threats (i.e., attacker
model, attack vectors7 or so called “abuse cases”).

3. Estimate the respective attack potential [CCD07] and derive appropriate security
requirements to meet the security objectives for the concrete security environment.

First, all vehicular components that handle (e.g., read, write, modify, or transmit) data,
which are covered by security objectives, are identified. This includes components of
the actual application as well as supplementary components, which the application shares
with other applications (e.g., certain sensors). In case of the EDR example, the involved

7An attack vector is a path, procedures, or means by which a malicious entity can gain a malicious outcome
without interpretation of their feasibility.
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components could be several sensor and control ECUs, the clock component(s), the in-
ternal vehicular communication system (e.g., the CAN bus, FlexRay), and the actual data
recorder component. To identify the effective security environment, first potential attack-
ers together with their respective possible intentions have to be identified. This means a
detailed analysis about who will be interested in accessing, destroying or manipulating
data (or functionality), that is, who will be interested in circumventing a given security
objective and how a potential attacker can gain a malicious outcome (cf. [WWW07]). In
the EDR example, a potential attacker could be the current driver trying to manipulate
a record, which could be interpreted to his disadvantage. Another attacker could be the
OEM or an insurance company, trying to gain more information than they are entitled to
(e.g., in order to detect a possible driver’s malpractice) that would clearly affect driver’s
privacy objective. A further part of the security environment analysis is to identify all
relevant security policies and effective assumptions. An assumption for the EDR example
could be that the actual recorder component is sufficiently physically secure8. Effective
assumptions also consider feasible access perimeters of potential attackers (e.g., only log-
ical or also physical access), their technical, financial, and knowledge resources and the
potential feasibility of an offline attack9. In case of the EDR example, the driver may
have physical and logical access to the internal vehicular bus system that communicates
security-critical data, whereas an insurance company would have only indirect, logical
access to security-critical data, but may be able to mount an offline attack.

Having identified all involved components, the effective security environment, and all po-
tential threats, the respective attack potentials have to be estimated accordingly. Based on
a feasibility analysis of all identified attacks [CCD07], appropriate security requirements
(that could also include a specific assurance level) can be derived that fulfill the defined
security objectives. In the exemplary EDR application, such a resulting security require-
ment could be component authentication that allows the recorder component to verify the
identity (and thus the associated assumptions on correctness and trustworthiness) of the
clock component, which has to withstand an attacker with basic attack potential. Another
security requirement could be secure bus communication to prevent manipulations of the
clock signal during the transmission between the clock component and the actual recorder
component, which has to withstand an attacker with moderate attack potential. In the
following, some further security requirements, which are typically deduced for security-
critical applications in the automotive domain, are given.

Access control mechanisms (e.g., discretionary access control and/or mandatory access
control [DoD85]) prevent unauthorized access to restricted vehicular data or restricted
vehicular resources (e.g., networks, computing power). Access rules to restricted data
and resources are defined in the corresponding security policy derived during the overall
security requirements engineering process, which determines the access rights for each
authorized entity (cf. Table 2).

8However, such an assumption should be in turn the result of another independent security analysis.
9Attacks on vehicular IT systems are normally offline attacks, where an attacker has virtually unlimited time

and virtually unlimited trials to successfully mount an attack. Hence, the attacker can calmly mount almost any
feasible attack without having to fear to be detected, back traced, or locked out.
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Actuator Driver Garage GPS OEM Police Sensor
Motion sensor data ! r ! ! r r w
Steering data w r ! ! r r !
Clock & position ! r ! w ! r !
Maintenance data ! r rw ! r r !

Table 2: Exemplary discretionary access control matrix for data processed by the data recorder
component of an EDR application (r: read access, w: write access, !: no access).

Component identification & authentication provides verification of the component iden-
tifier and the component authenticity. This allows protection of original and legitimate
components against counterfeits, thefts, or unauthorized installations by binding critical
components to the corresponding vehicle.

Identity Management ensures secure and privacy-preserving creation, assignment, de-
scription, management, and deletion of identifiers for users, hardware, software, or pro-
cesses.

Secure audit protects monitoring of certain vehicular information, actions, and events upon
acceptance of all legitimately involved parties. A secure audit then ensures authenticity,
availability, and integrity of records.

Secure communication provides confidentiality, integrity, and non-repudiation of the com-
municated information. It further enables the verification of the authenticity of the commu-
nication endpoints (secure channel) and could additionally also enable the verification of
the configuration of the communication endpoints (trusted channel) in order to determine
its trustworthiness [AES+07].

Secure initialization ensures the integrity (authenticity, non-repudiation, and freshness) of
a vehicular (sub-)system during start of operation as result of a foregoing deactivation or
as part of its initial installation.

Secure storage provides confidentiality, integrity, freshness, and availability of information
persistently stored.

Secure provision of sensor data provides availability, authenticity, and integrity of infor-
mation provided by a sensor.

Strong isolation ensures that subsystems, components, and even individual applications
can communicate only via strictly controlled communication channels10 such that it is
impossible to access (i.e., data, functionality) or even affect (e.g., performance) each other
without proper authorization.

User identification & authentication provides verification of the user identifier and the
user authenticity. This prevents unauthorized access to and user-based access control for
restricted vehicular data or restricted vehicular resources.

10Strictly controlled communication channels can be provided by a very small and hence verifiable hardware-
based and/or software-based separation mechanism such as ARM’s TrustZone technology [WFM+07] or several
virtualization technologies [MLO97, SJV+05].
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4 Implementational Aspects of Vehicular Security Requirements

By being located between the world of general-purpose computers and the strict embed-
ded world (i.e., cellular phones or smartcards), a vehicular IT environment provides some
characteristical vantages, but is inherently also subject to some characteristical technical
and non-technical constraints, which may considerably affect, restrict, or even prevent the
implementation of certain security requirements. Thus, the realization of a vehicular secu-
rity requirement inherently involves a detailed analysis of effective ancillary conditions.

4.1 Characteristical Advantages

A vehicular IT environment provides some characteristical advantages, which can ease
the realization of certain security requirements considerably. Some of them are briefly
described in the following.

Feasibility of Updates. Even though software and particularly hardware updates are quite
restricted in extent and frequency, they are at least feasible in a limited manner. Partic-
ularly, since automotive OEMs are usually liable for up to 20 years if critical faults or
vulnerabilities have been identified. Thus, they are heavily interested in timely applying
necessary (security) updates. Vehicle owners are usually interested in an up-to-date status
just as well to ensure reliability and property retention of their vehicle.

Periodic Inspections. Vehicles are usually subject to periodic predictable (e.g., by a techni-
cal inspection authority) and non-predictable (e.g., by the police) inspections by an official
control entity so that possible (successful or even attempted) attacks often can be detected
afterwards and subsequently lead to non-technical (legal) actions.

Moving Target. Since a vehicle usually continuously changes its physical location (i.e., in
contrast to a general-purpose computer system), at least an external attacker has compara-
tively limited time and limited trials to successfully attack and encroach a vehicle.

Physical Protection. Even though many security-critical vehicular applications have to
deal with attackers, which may have also physical access to crucial components, vehicles
usually provide, up to a certain extent, some physical protection that, according to the
attacker’s access perimeters, may at least complicate many attacks considerably.

Sufficient Energy and Space. In contrast to strictly embedded devices (e.g., mobile devices
or smartcards); there are somewhat weaker restrictions on power consumption and devices’
size and weight, which allow implementing somewhat more sophisticated and costly (with
regard to size and power) security functionalities.

Ongoing Standardization Efforts. Ongoing standardization of involved (security) hard-
ware, software, interfaces and protocols, indeed makes potential attacks more scalable (cf.
Section 1), but, on the other hand, also allows regular careful verifications for correct-
ness and immunity, makes security less costly and reduces the application of error-prone
proprietary security solutions.
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4.2 Characteristical Constraints

Despite some helpful vantages (cf. Section 4.1), vehicular IT environments also implicate
some characteristical technical and non-technical constraints, which may considerably af-
fect, restrict, or even prevent the realization of certain security requirements. Some of
them that have to be carefully considered are briefly described in the following.

4.2.1 Technical Constraints

In the following several typical technical constraints, which may affect the realization of
various vehicular security requirements, are described.

Limited Computing Resources. Computing resources of vehicular components are, in
comparison to general-purpose computer systems, rather limited due to the typically strong
cost (weight and energy) requirements. Nevertheless, automotive applications are often
required to provide (hard) real-time capabilities. This leads to severe restrictions on com-
plexity, memory size, and runtime efficiency for automotive security implementations that
moreover often have to cope with lots of specific architectural restrictions, which often
means costly, low-level, and hardware-specific implementations. However, highly cus-
tomized code increases maintenance and decreases its reusability.

Physically Challenging Environment. Vehicular IT systems are often subject to specific
physical constraints such as high variations in temperature, moisture, or particular me-
chanical loads. They have to cope with these conditions usually over a product life cycle
of up to 20 years in which only minimal maintenance efforts are acceptable.

Limited External Communication Resources. A vehicular IT system usually has only very
limited communication resources to, for instance, exchange cryptographic keys, update
certificates, or to adapt revocation lists. Thus, virtually all vehicular security functionality
has to work properly even with an external communication functionality severely limited
in capacity and frequency.

Limited Update Feasibility. The application of frequent security updates is, in compari-
son to general-purpose computer systems, rather limited. Even if software-based security
issues could be fixed almost automatically using available external communication re-
sources, security vulnerabilities in hardware components usually would require costly and
irritating recall procedures that means the vehicle owner has to locate for an authorized
garage to fix up the respective component. Moreover, once millions of vehicles are sold,
over many years, all over the world, it is almost infeasible to fix a critical vulnerability
afterwards on all vehicles in use.

Limited Complexity for User Interaction. Since typical computer users can mostly employ
ergonomic input and output devices to accomplish for instance user authentication or cer-
tain security settings, users within the automotive environment are restricted to only little
ergonomically designed man-machine interfaces (MMI). To demand only a minimum of
user interactions, virtually all vehicular applications are required to run almost completely
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autonomous. However, if user interactions are inevitable, they have to be practicable as
simple, flexible and little cumbersome as possible.

Increasing System Complexity and Diversification. The high complexity as well as the
multifunctional, diversified, and distributional nature of current vehicular electronics is
contrary to the security principle of economy, such that corresponding security measures
can be “designed to be as simple as possible, so that the mechanism can be correctly
implemented and so that it can be verified that the operation of the mechanism enforces
the containing system’s security policy” [Shi00]. Current vehicles already provide up to
2000 individual software-based functions, which inherently generate several ten thousand
pages of technical documentation [Bro06]. Future vehicles will further increase applica-
tion diversity. This clearly complicates a comprehensive realization, and in particular a
complete verification, of security measures that are able to reliably protect such a complex
IT system. However, ongoing standardization efforts (cf. Section 4.1) will at least help to
counteract an excessively rampant proliferation of proprietary functionalities.

Distributed Architecture. Vehicular IT systems and the involved components (e.g., sen-
sors, busses, or controllers) usually are very heterogeneous and widely distributed over the
whole automobile. This creates many vulnerable points to successfully mount an attack,
and hence considerably complicates a holistic protection of security-critical applications.

4.2.2 Non-technical Constraints

Beyond the technical constraints, vehicular IT systems are also subject to several typical
historical, organizational, and legal constraints, which may considerably affect or compli-
cate the realization of various security requirements.

Unfamiliar Technology. IT security was too long an only little-noticed subject in the de-
velopment of vehicular applications and services. With the rapid introduction of more and
more software-driven vehicular components, IT security suddenly becomes an essential
technology for many automotive developments. However, the characteristical traditional
structures in the automotive industries, with their multitude of proprietary and isolated de-
velopments, make it rather difficult to properly implement IT security, which particularly
demands holistic, top-down approaches. Strictly speaking, current vehicular infrastruc-
tures were never intended to also implement IT security measures. Thus, there hardly ex-
ist any up-to-date standards, rules, or specifications regarding vehicular IT security, while
current standardization and specification efforts can hardly keep up with the fast ongo-
ing development of vehicular electronics. Furthermore, automotive engineers normally
are mechanical engineers or electrical engineers without any special training in security.
Given the tricky pitfalls often inherent in security design, this is often a major real-world
hurdle11. Hence, the automotive industry is missing experts in IT security, which are al-
ready rare in most other industries with a need for security experts (e.g., aircraft industry).

Isolated Subsystem Development. For historical reasons, most vehicular subsystems are
11As it for instance happened with the DVD video copy protection [Pat99], an ill-conceived security design is

quickly broken.
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developed and produced completely independent from the corresponding OEM by individ-
ual independent suppliers, which in turn often serve several different OEMs at the same
time. However, current software-driven development considerably increases mutual rela-
tion and interaction of vehicular subsystems with each other, which makes independent
and autonomous security measures often impractical or even impossible. Holistic security
measures generally require integrated top-level approaches; that is, OEMs have to synchro-
nize the developments of their suppliers to manage dependencies and prevent vulnerable
interactions.

Multitude of Involved Parties. The current multi-tier vehicular manufacturing process
(OEM and possibly several layers of suppliers) can complicate the realization of security
solutions considerably. It will be difficult, for instance, to decide who is in charge for the
overall security design and, in particular, who has control over the corresponding cryp-
tographic secrets. A potential public key and certificates infrastructure (PKI) as well as
the overall security management requires further complex and costly organizational struc-
tures and involves even more different parties (e.g., manufacturer, supplier, OEM, garage
personnel, content provider, etc.) with very different security understanding.

Additional Costs with Little Promotional Benefits. In contrast to the implementation of
novel functionalities, implementing IT security first of all creates costs without apparent
(i.e., promotional) benefit for suppliers, OEMs, and customers. Since it is even hardly
possible to estimate corresponding benefits as a result of prevented attacks, it is yet difficult
to make a useful internal cost-benefit calculation.

Long Product Life Cycles. Since vehicular IT systems—in comparison to, for example,
usual operating system software—have only limited possibilities for maintenance; sim-
plicity, stability, and reliability of deployed hardware and software are obligatory require-
ments. Compatibility, portability, and reusability are further important requirements for
all implemented security solutions, as it is not unlikely that a vehicular manufacturer runs
out of certain microelectronics due to the typically rather short semiconductor product
life cycles. Moreover, all security mechanisms and corresponding infrastructures have to
be designed for proper operation during the complete life cycle of a typical vehicle (e.g.,
by flexible parameters, usage of long-term security values, foreseeing of upgrades), that
means up to two decades.

Comprehensive Liability. As vehicular IT is often involved in highly safety-critical ap-
plications (e.g., driving assistances, crash prevention), they cannot released “without any
warranty” and “at owner’s risk” as most general-purpose computer software usually does.
To provide operating safety and legal security, legally binding warranties are mandatory
solely due to legal liability and government legislation. However, warranty statements can
usually be given only based on complex and expensive internal and external certification
procedures [Ame04]. Thus, corresponding documentation, models, tests, and assessments
as well as the development process itself have to be prepared for possible certifications
already at the beginning of every development process.

Interoperability and Compatibility. An important key factor for most IT security solutions
is interoperability to existing (security) infrastructures and devices to enable end-users
to integrate their existing devices (e.g., mobile navigation systems, smart phones, multi-
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media players) as simple and holistic as possible. Closely related to interoperability is
compatibility, which assures that updated or upgraded vehicular (security) functionality
does not harm or lower other existing (security) functionality. However, due to the in-
creasing complexity, functional dependencies, and mutual interactions (cf. Section 4.2.1),
the verification of compatibility becomes even more complicated.

Usability and Limited Willingness for User Interaction. Any security measure becomes
worthless if it is not (correctly) applied by the intended entities due to a bad or cumber-
some usability. Regularly changing passwords for instance, would potentially increase
the security of an authentication system, but often yield to quite the contrary. Since it is
difficult for people to choose and remember a new password every month, they usually
begin to choose much weaker "serial passwords" such as number series or month names.
Moreover, many security mechanisms come with several inconveniences for the involved
users (without a directly apparent benefit). However, the willingness of users to spend
time and effort on a security mechanism that is difficult to understand, time-consuming or
error-prone is very limited.

Various Patents and Regulations. IT security is subject to various patents, many dif-
ferent cryptographic laws, protection claims and regulations (e.g., import/export regula-
tions [Koo07]), which can complicate the overall congeneric deployment of IT security
measures required by the global automotive market.

5 Conclusion

IT security has become an accepted challenge for many vehicular IT applications. How-
ever, the realization of vehicular IT security measures can be seldom simply derived from
existing (conventional) procedures. In fact, it mostly requires a very individual and well-
adapted approach that carefully considers all the individual objectives and requirements of
all the entities involved while efficiently incorporating all application-depending restric-
tions and specific boundary conditions.

This contribution has motivated the need for a proper security requirements engineering
as an inherent part in the development of most vehicular IT applications. It has described
how to identify the individual security objectives, how to derive the corresponding security
requirements, and has indicated some helpful vantages and existing constraints character-
istically in the automotive domain.

Based on a proper security requirements engineering, IT security can become the cru-
cial enabler for many future vehicular applications while ensuring safety, reliability, and
dependability for drivers, suppliers, and OEMs.
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